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Herculite

Powered by innovation, 

proven by performance

For more than 60 years, Herculite has been a leader in 
manufacturing flexible PVC composite textiles for applications that 
demand exceptional aesthetics, durability and return on investment.

Herculite’s brands encompass solar protection, marine, tents 
and structures, health care and digital  media. Our state-of-
the-art manufacturing and R&D centers in Pennsylvania and 
Florida provide customers with the advantages that are only 
possible when working with a reliable U.S.-based resource for 
customer service, technical support and product development.

For marine applications, Herculite brands such as Herculite 
Regatta® and Strataglass offer superior protection for boats and 
crews, while its solar protection brands including Coastline Plus®, 
Patio 500®, Natura®, Vanguard®, and Weather-Chek® add beauty 
and energy efficiency to commercial and residential structures. 
Herculite’s Architent® tent and structure fabrics provide extended 
performance for tent companies. Herculite’s Sure-Chek® fabrics 
assist hospitals and other institutions in providing antimicrobial 
fabric solutions. Bantex® Digital Media from Herculite is engineered 
for unmatched color and clarity in vinyl banners and signs. 

» See our ad on page 28, 29.
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Prodim

World leader in complete digital 

templating solutions

When it comes to digital templating within the marine building 
industry, the Prodim Proliner is unmatched in accuracy, speed, 
flexibility and ease of use due to its unique technology: measuring 
with a pen and a wire. You simply mark relevant points with 
the pen, and the exact positions of measured points are directly 
translated in to a digital template (DXF).

Measuring with a wire does not require targets and has no reflection 
inaccuracies. Straight, curved and very complex shapes can be 
measured fast and accurately from every position. This flexibility 
enables marine fabricators to create digital templates of decks, 
covers, tops, awnings, sails and much more using only one tool.

To get the most out of the Proliner technology, Prodim developed 
additional solutions including the IPT for measuring hard-
to-reach points, the Proliner Hookpen for measuring tubular 
frames, Prodim Factory Decking software to create deck designs 
based on Proliner measurements and the Prodim Plotter.

This enables Prodim to offer complete digital templating 
solutions for the improvement of the templating process, 
products and services.

» See our ad on page 21.
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